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F!sting "ith S#mch$
! ose who are familiar with the Yud Tes Kislev story know that at the time 
of the Alter Rebbe’s arrest, 24 Tishrei, 5559, heavily armed guards placed him 
in the black carriage, known as “Black Maria”. ! is carriage was reserved for 
prisoners guilty of high treason against the government. ! e carriage would 
subsequently take him to the Peter Paul Fortress in S. Petersburg, where he 
would be incarcerated. ! ose Chassidim witnessing the dreadful scene were 
overcome with fear, knowing full well that most prisoners of this genre would 
never see their families again. 

One of the Chassidim, a native of Staradov, was so distraught by the sight that 
he immediately fell into a swoon and fainted. ! e other Chassidim attempted 
to revive him by vigorously shaking him, calling out his name and drenching 
him with water, but all their e" orts proved futile. ! e situation was very grave. 

Suddenly, one Chassid came up with a brilliant suggestion. “Perhaps it would 
help if someone were to yell in the ear of the Staradover Chassid that the Alter 
Rebbe has been liberated?” ! e other Chassidim thought that it was a splendid 
idea. After implementing the plan, the Chassid indeed regained consciousness. 

However, once he came to, he immediately appraised the situation and realized 
that what he was told was simply not true. ! ank G-d, he did not experience 
a relapse. But he was broken in spirit. He resolved to fast on a daily basis until 
the Alter Rebbe was freed. (! e Frierdiker Rebbe writes that at the emergency 
meeting convened by the elder Chassidim upon the arrest of the Alter Rebbe, 
it was decided that, unless one was too weak to do so, the Chassidim would fast 
every Monday and ! ursday until the Alter Rebbe was freed. However, this 
Staradover Chassid resolved to fast daily.)

On the 18th of Kislev, the day before the Alter Rebbe was liberated, as usual, 
the Staradover Chassid was fasting. ! at night, on the 19th of Kislev, the Chas-
sidim of Staradov organized a Farbrengen to commemorate the passing of the 
Maggid of Mezritch. ! e Staradover Chassid was too weak to join his col-
leagues, and so he remained in shul, where he eventually dozed o" .
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In his sleep, the Tzaddik, Rabbi Menachem Mendel of Horodok (R’ Mendel 
Vitebsker) appeared to him in a dream and said:

“You are currently a disciple of the Alter Rebbe. However, you were once my 
Chassid, and as such, I have a secret to share with you. You should know that 
Chassidim who are (or were) connected to their Rebbe with every fi ber of their 
being merit to be shown what is happening in Gan Eden.   

“As you most certainly know, tonight is the anniversary of the passing of the 
Mezritcher Maggid. On the yahrtzeit of a Tzaddik, he delivers a Torah dis-
course in Gan Eden, and all other Tzaddikim in Gan Eden come from their 
respective ‘Chambers’ to listen. 

“! is evening, the Maggid delivered a Chassidic discourse. On his right sat the 
Baal Shem Tov, and to his left sat the Arizal.” 

R’ Mendel Vitebsker proceeded to delineate to the Staradover Chassid exactly 
which Neshomos were in attendance, and where they were situated. After the 
Maggid concluded the Maamar, he burst into tears. “My disciple, R’ Schneur 
Zalman, is wallowing in prison, and Chassidus is in danger of extinction” la-
mented the Mezritcher Maggid. “I am pleading with this entire holy assem-
blage, that we act with a sense of urgency to avert this tragedy.”

“Suddenly, Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai entered the Heavenly chamber and as-
sembled a Beis Din.” “And,” concluded R’ Mendel Vitebsker, “I am overjoyed 
to report to you, my disciple, that the verdict of the makeshift court was un-
equivocal. ! e Alter Rebbe must and will be released from incarceration.”

When the Frierdiker Rebbe related this story, he added that although the 
Chassidim of Staradov believed that their colleague's dream was not an ordi-
nary one, nevertheless, they felt that until they would receive o#  cial notifi ca-
tion from S. Petersburg that the Alter Rebbe was free, they would continue to 
fast. So they fasted even on Yud Tes Kislev, but it was a joyful fast. 

Now, we must bear in mind that those were the days prior to the invention 
of the telegram and telephone. Mail was delivered via horse-drawn carriages. 
Hence, it wasn’t until a week later that the news had reached Starodov that the 
Alter Rebbe had been liberated. ! e Alter Rebbe was released from prison on a 
Tuesday, and the news arrived in Starodov on the following Tuesday. Although 
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the good news reached the Chassidim of Starodov a week late, nevertheless all 
the fasts of that week were infused with utter Simcha.
(! e story, printed in “Shmuos V’Sippurim, volume 3, by R’ Refoel Nachman Kahn, and 
translated by R’ Mendel Moscowitz, father of the Chosson, was originally told by R’ Nissen 
Nemanow, the great-grandfather of the Chosson, who heard it from R’ Yechezkel Feigin, 
cousin of R’ Yochonon Gordon, the great-grandfather of the Kalla, who heard it from the 
Frierdiker Rebbe.)
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T$% A&'%( R%))%’* Medica% & S&ienti' c P(o)e* 
(Excerp ts from “! e Life and Times of the Alter Rebbe”, volume 1, 
by Rabbi Mendel Moscowitz, father of the Chosson. For the sake 

of context, the HaYom Yom of 7 Shvat is included.)

When the Alter Rebbe was nine years old, he studied geometry and astronomy. 
At the age of ten, he composed a calendar for fi fteen years. When he was twelve 
years old, it happened that he lectured publicly on Rambam’s laws of Kiddu-
sh Hachodesh [much of which deals with complex astronomical calculations 
relative to the projected appearance of the new moon, etc.]. ! e pre-eminent 
Torah scholars who were present at that time in the study hall were utterly 
overwhelmed.

Le+ er #1
To my honorable, dear friend and colleague… Rabbi Tzvi Hirsh HaLevi 
Peychin,

… ! e (Alter) Rebbe of Liadi is knowledgeable in all fi elds of wisdom. His 
familiarity with astronomy is apparent from his Shulchan Aruch regarding the 
laws of prayer. From the section of his Siddur regarding the onset of Shabbos, 
one can appreciate his deep understanding of astronomy and geometry. Con-
cerning medicine and healing, I heard how profound the Rebbe’s wisdom in 
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this area is from the famous doctor Yeshaya of Droya, in addition to his knowl-
edge of algebra and countless other subjects too numerous to transcribe…

Yitzchok Isaac HaLevi Epstein

Le+ er #2
To my honorable, dear friend and colleague… Rabbi Tzvi Hirsh HaLevi 
Peychin,

I have been refl ecting on the letter I sent you dated Wednesday, the 24th of Iyar, 
and I was afraid that you would suspect me of exaggerating, G-d forbid, so 
please let me clarify.

Regarding that which I wrote in the name of the famous doctor Yeshaya of 
Droya (the author of a Hebrew medical book) concerning the profound wis-
dom of the (Alter) Rebbe of Liadi in the area of medicine and healing, I never 
meant to imply that he was a doctor. He never studied the names of diseases 
or their remedies. Rather, when Yeshaya would relate a teaching in the fi eld of 
medicine to the (Alter) Rebbe, the Rebbe would in turn reply with one novel 
insight which would help to illuminate and deepen Yeshaya’s understanding 
of many other concepts in medicine. ! is happened very often. (Yeshaya) also 
mentioned that he heard from the (Alter) Rebbe that the liquid between the 
joints, which is comprised of fatty deposits, contain a variety of powers and 
abilities, depending on the location of the joint. ! e (Alter) Rebbe mentioned 
that he knew this to be true from his study of Kabbalah. (Yeshaya subsequent-
ly) investigated the matter, and discovered that the (Alter) Rebbe’s theory was 
indeed accurate.

Now, concerning what I wrote about his knowledge of algebra, it’s not as if 
he learned it or delved into it. As a matter of fact, we heard that there was an 
algebra genius who lived in Liadi who once visited the (Alter) Rebbe in order 
to show o"  his wisdom in algebra and geometry after hearing about the (Alter) 
Rebbe’s expertise in these fi elds, as I mentioned in my previous letter. ! e

(Alter) Rebbe told the algebra expert: “I heard that you are an algebra genius. I 
never learned it. Would you mind sharing algebra’s underlying principles with 
me?” So the man did. ! e next day, the scholar revisited the (Alter) Rebbe, 
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and the Rebbe related to him new insights in algebra and in astronomy based 
on algebraic equations and computations. When the scholar exited the (Alter) 
Rebbe’s room, and entered the courtyard, he was unable to contain himself, and 
to the crowd of onlookers he exclaimed, “Gevald! A mind like (the Rebbe’s) 
I never encountered. From the few algebra principles that I laid out for the 
Rebbe, he was able to produce novel insights in one day, that would take the 
greatest mathematics scholars a very long time to drum up…

Yitzchok Isaac HaLevi Epstein
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T$% A&'%( R%))%: A B#,graph-
(! e editor of Kerem Chabad (?) writes: “! e Chassid, Rabbi Eliyahu Meshu-
lovin brought the following manuscript with him out of Russia, and I, in turn, 
copied it down. It is not clear who wrote it, but it seems that the author is 
a grandson of the Rebbe Maharash, and that it was written after Rebbetzin 
Rivkah passed away [on the 13th of Shevat, 5674.]

Aside for the Previous Rebbe, the Rebbe Maharash had an additional grandson 
– Rabbi Yisroel DovBer, the son of Rabbi Menachem Mendel (the son of Rabbi 
Shmuel, the Rebbe Maharash). He was born in the summer of 5664 [refer to 
Igros Kodesh of the Rebbe Rashab, vol. 4, pg.61]. After his mother passed away, 
his grandmother, Rebbetzin Rivkah raised him, and after [his grandmother 
passed away], the Rebbe Rashab raised him [refer to Igros Kodesh of the Rebbe 
Rashab, vol. 2, pg. 902]. Perhaps he was also a gifted writer, and he had recorded 
things he had heard as a child, and that is why there are several discrepancies 
with other manuscripts. 

We have taken the liberty of recording additional stories which are defi nitely 
not from the Rebbe’s manuscripts.)

(Rabbi Mordechai Schusterman, in his biography “L’Ma’an Yeidu… Banim 
Yivaleidu” writes that he copied the following from the Bachur, the Tamim, 
Moshe HaLevi Gurewitz, may Hashem avenge his blood, but Kerem Chabad 
went ahead and published it before he had a chance to.)

! e Rebbe, the mightiest of Gaonim, and the one who brings glory to them, 
the founder of Chabad Chassidus, the one who embodies wisdom and under-
standing, the Rebbe, Rabbi Schneur Zalman, the son of Rabbi Baruch, was 
born in the year 5507, and passed away on the 24th of Tevet, 5573. (He lived 
until the age of 66.) 

[Apparently, there was a time that people thought that the Alter Rebbe was 
born in the year 5707. In truth, he was born in the year 5505. Refer to Beis 
Rebbe (Hebrew) vol. 1, Chapter 1, pg. 1; Kovetz Yagdil Torah, N.Y., vol. 52, 
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pg. 187. ! ere was even confusion concerning the month of his birth. Refer 
to the Previous Rebbe’s notes, published in Biton Chabad, vol. 38-39, page 36, 
chapter 4 (where the Previous Rebbe writes that the Alter Rebbe was born in 
the month of Kislev. But as we know, the Previous Rebbe writes in numerous 
places that the Alter Rebbe’s birth was [on the 18th of ] the month of Elul. ed.) 
(I’m in doubt whether the correct year of 5505 which is documented in Biton 
Chabad is recorded in the original manuscript which they copied from.) Based 
on the Alter Rebbe’s personal testimony from his fi rst incarceration (in the Pe-
ter Paul fortress, and his interrogation in Taine Sovet), the year of his birth is 
ambiguous, because he always uses the term “approximately” when referring to 
years and dates. However, based on the interrogation which took place during 
the Alter Rebbe’s second arrest, in the year 5561, the Alter Rebbe was 52 years 
old, which would place his birth circa 5509!]

(! e Alter Rebbe was) the chief protégé of the Maggid of Mezritch in Nigleh 
and Chassidus and his right hand man. It was he (the Alter Rebbe) who was 
chosen to compile and write the (Rav’s) Shulchan Aruch. ! e Alter Rebbe 
learned together with the Maggid’s son, “the holy Malach” (Rabbi Avraham). 
He was exalted above all the Maggid’s disciples, and even the Maggid’s holy 
colleagues.

! e Alter Rebbe’s compositions: In Nigleh – the Shulchan Aruch, and re-
sponsa; in Chassidus – Tanya, Sha’ar HaYichud, Torah Or, Likutei Torah, 
Siddur, Biurei HaZohar, (and Igeres HaTeshuvah). His letters – some were 
published, while others were not. Many of his Chassidic discourses were not 
published, and remained in manuscript form in the possession of his son, 
(the Mittler Rebbe), his disciples, and his brother (Rabbi Yehudah Leib), the 
Mahari”l.

! e Alter Rebbe’s children: His son, Rabbi Chaim Avraham; his daughter, 
Devorah Leah; his daughter Freida; his son, the Mittler Rebbe, Rabbi DovBer; 
and his son, Rabbi Moshe. 

[It is not clear why Rabbi Chaim Avraham precedes the Mittler Rebbe in this 
chronology, and why Rebbetzin Rachel is omitted.]

! e Alter Rebbe’s places of residence: To begin with, the Alter Rebbe lived in 
the city of Liozhna, in Vitebsk County; and from circa 5561, following the Al-
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ter Rebbe’s release from his second incarceration, he resided in the city of Liadi, 
in Mohilev County; He was interred in the city of Haditch, in Poltava County.

! e Alter Rebbe is the patriarch of the distinguished regal (Schneerson) fam-
ily of the Jewish people in our country of Russia. It has made a name for itself 
from one end of the earth to the other, and is held in high esteem and awe as 
Chabad Rebbe’s. ! is is the Alter Rebbe who has injected G-dly light through-
out the Chassidic leadership. His Torah is supported, and his directives are 
adhered to, in all generations.

! e Alter Rebbe’s Rabbinical ordinances: ! e crystallization of the prayer 
format, and (the publication of a new) Siddur (based on the Nusach of the 
Arizal); the use of fi nely-honed steel knives, sharpened on both ends, for ritual 
slaughter (instead of the relatively blunt, wrought iron ones used up until that 
point); the introduction of the warm Mikvah.

! e Alter Rebbe’s pedigree: ! e details of his parent’s ancestry are ambigu-
ous. I have done extensive research in this area, but my e" orts have been fruit-
less. Unfortunately, I still don’t have a clear picture of the details of the Alter 
Rebbe’s lineage. Here is what I do know to be factual (?!). Rabbi Baruch, the 
father of the Alter Rebbe, lived in the city of Prague, and generally speaking, 
he was an incredible person. He was very unassuming, and no one knew him 
intimately. (Rabbi Baruch’s wife) gave birth to the Alter Rebbe in (Rabbi Ba-
ruch’s) old age, and when the Alter Rebbe turned 3 years old, (Rabbi Baruch) 
brought him to our country. [From other sources, it is apparent that the Alter 
Rebbe was the eldest child, and that he was born in Liozhna, or its environs. 
! is is also clear from the Alter Rebbe’s testimony from his fi rst incarceration, 
when he testifi ed that “I was born in Liozhna”, as well as his testimony from his 
second imprisonment.] When the Alter Rebbe was 6 years old, he was sent to 
be tutored by Rabbi Yissachar Ber, the Maggid of Lubavitch. (Rabbi Yissachar 
Ber eventually became a Chassid of [his former student,] the Alter Rebbe!) 
! e Alter Rebbe studied under the tutelage of Rabbi Yissachar Ber until he 
was 12 years old. [It is written in Beis Rebbe (Hebrew), vol.1, chapter 1, pg. 2, 
that the Alter Rebbe began learning under the tutelage of Rabbi Yissachar Ber 
of Lubavitch from the age of 12.] 

After Rabbi Baruch’s youngest son, the Alter Rebbe (?), was born, and his other 
sons were already living on their own, Rabbi Baruch began to wander from city 
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to city incognito, in a state of self-imposed exile.

Apparently, he experienced longevity, and it is told that he visited the Alter 
Rebbe on numerous occasions, even after he became Rebbe. Even then, Rabbi 
Baruch didn’t want anyone to fi nd out who he was, and he didn’t allow his son, 
the Alter Rebbe, to reveal his (Rabbi Baruch’s) identity to anyone. Only on 
one occasion, when the Alter Rebbe pressed him, did Rabbi Baruch agree to 
reveal himself. He would only disclose his identity to family members, and to 
a handful of the Alter Rebbe’s outstanding disciples, on the condition that the 
Alter Rebbe not change his seat (in deference to his father), nor refrain from 
teaching words of Torah. ! is proviso was stipulated by Rabbi Baruch before 
his arrival (in Liozhna).

! e Chassid, Rabbi Pinchos (Schick) Reizes, and the Chassid Rabbi Moshe 
Vilenker were fortunate to have seen the Alter Rebbe’s father, and to hear 
words of Torah from him behind closed doors. It was their understanding that 
(Rabbi Baruch) was one of the hidden (Tzaddikim), and a Chassid of the Baal 
Shem Tov. (Rabbi Baruch) privately related brilliant Torah concepts, albeit in 
a concise manner (to Rabbi Pinchas and Rabbi Moshe), and he swore them to 
secrecy. 

About two days later, Rabbi Baruch unexpectedly disappeared. ! is troubled 
the aforementioned Chassidim greatly, because they had already begun to de-
velop a relationship with him, and they were hoping to fi nd favor in his eyes, 
and that he would begin teaching them certain esoteric portions of Torah. Rab-
bi Moshe Vilenker was especially disturbed, because he (Rabbi Moshe) was 
very talented, and he was extremely profi cient in Jewish philosophy and he was 
a deep thinker. He was one of the few people that the Alter Rebbe was able to 
confi de in, as a source of solace, whenever a political controversy was brewing 
within (the Chassidic camp i.e. several of the Alter Rebbe’s colleagues, disciples 
of the Maggid of Mezritch, who later held court in their respective communi-
ties as Chassidic “Polishe” Rebbes, vociferously voiced their opposition to the 
Alter Rebbe on a number of Jewish theological and practical issues), and with-
out (the Misnagdim from Vilna). ! e two of them would usually launch into a 
conversation dealing with very lofty concepts. 

It is known that the Alter Rebbe’s father enjoyed his visit immensely. He noted 
that it was di#  cult to get a sense of his son’s remarkable attributes from a dis-
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tance, and that he could only appreciate them from up close. Witnessing his 
son’s qualities in person, only served to rea#  rm that which he considered to 
be true and self-evident, even prior to the Alter Rebbe’s birth. Not only has 
that which had been promised to him been fulfi lled, but he (Rabbi Baruch) 
has even merited to witness the Alter Rebbe’s disciples, who were Tzaddikim 
in their own right. Rabbi Baruch’s comments were enigmatic. What was reaf-
fi rmed? What did he know prior to the Alter Rebbe’s birth? What was the 
promise? Who promised, and how? 

! e Chassidim (of the Alter Rebbe) were aware that the soul of the Baal Shem 
Tov ascended (to the heavenly chambers in Gan Eden) in the year 5507. ! e 
Baal Shem Tov wrote that at the time he was in heaven, he perceived a new Ne-
shomah making its descent into a body. ! at corresponded to the time that the 
Alter Rebbe was born. Putting “two and two together”, the Chassidim realized 
that the Alter Rebbe’s father was a Chassid of the Baal Shem Tov, and it was 
he (the Baal Shem Tov) who had promised (Rabbi Baruch) such a (remark-
able son. Now, they also understood) that the Baal Shem Tov had undoubtedly 
foretold everything that would transpire in the Alter Rebbe’s life. It did not at 
all come as a shock that the Baal Shem Tov had the power to predict the future, 
as explained in the Chassidic discourse... concerning the time... [Most probably, 
this refers to the discourse Ha’amanas Elokus of the Tzemach Tzedek, printed 
in Sefer Derech Mitzvosecho, pg. 59. Refer to the Chassidic discourse entitled 
“Sadin Os’sah”, 5565 (printed in Sefer Ma’amarei Admo”r Hazaken, 5565, 
pg. 321, 330), and Biur HaZohar, Parshas Terumah of that year, (printed in 
Biurei HaZohar of the Tzemach Tzedek, pg.258). Refer also to a document 
transcribed from a manuscript printed in the addendum to the Sefer Shivchei 
HeBesht, Yerushalayim 5742, pg. 257.]

! e Alter Rebbe’s father (ultimately) settled in one location. At fi rst he made 
his home in a local synagogue, along with the other local paupers, and he was 
supported (from the communal co" ers). One of the congregants of the syna-
gogue pressed him to board with him. He promised to supply him with all of 
his material needs, and to provide a room specifi cally for him. Eventually, Rabbi 
Baruch acquiesced. Now, the occupation of Rabbi Baruch’s host was similar to 
that of most Jews in that era, namely, the distillation of whiskey. On average, 
one large measure contained 20 bottles. (From those 20), one could produce 
10 or 12 bottles of spirits. With Rabbi Baruch’s arrival, a blessing rested on 
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the house of his host, and his whiskey production increased. In addition, his 
hostess had been ill for a number of years, and the couple was childless, as well. 
After Rabbi Baruch’s arrival, his hostess recovered from her illness, and became 
pregnant, as well. When she realized that she was pregnant, the hostess said to 
her husband: “You should know that our guest is a G-dly man. Why should 
we not inquire into his background?” ! e host began probing into (Rabbi Ba-
ruch’s) background, but Rabbi Baruch remained tight-lipped, and threatened 
to leave. ! e host and the members of his household were visibly upset, and 
they begged Rabbi Baruch to stay, and he fi nally acquiesced. Not long after-
wards, he (Rabbi Baruch) grew very weak. 

Rabbi Baruch’s host and family felt that Hashem’s blessing was due to Rabbi 
Baruch(‘s righteousness). Since his arrival, the host’s business had become more 
profi table, and, to top it o" , the hostess’s health improved dramatically, and she 
even became pregnant. If (Rabbi Baruch) were to leave, most defi nitely the 
blessings would leave, as well! ! e Alter Rebbe’s father responded: “Quite the 
contrary! Do you believe that the blessings are due to me? Hashem stands by 
the side and blesses all those who invite guests on a regular basis, even when 
they fi nd themselves in dire circumstances.”

Before (Rabbi Baruch) passed away, members of the Jewish Burial Society, as 
well as his host, were summoned to attend to him. ! ey asked him what his 
name was, if he had any children, and where they lived, so that they could be 
informed (of their father’s passing). He answered that he only wants the words 
‘Baruch is buried here’ inscribed on his headstone. “Yes, I do have children”, 
Rabbi Baruch added. “One of my sons will know that I have passed on, without 
even being informed by anyone. He will relay the sad tidings to his brothers.” 
(Rabbi Baruch) requested the men to leave the room, as he didn’t want anyone 
to be present when he would return his soul to his maker. Although they were 
perplexed by his request, they followed his wishes, and left the room. A short 
while later, they discovered him lying in bed – his pure soul had already de-
parted. ! e Burial Society fulfi lled (Rabbi Baruch’s) request with regard to his 
Taharah (purifi cation) and the mounting of his headstone.

! e date of his passing is unknown, but it must have been during the latter 
years of the Alter Rebbe’s leadership. After all, none of the children of the Al-
ter Rebbe carried the name (Baruch) after the Alter Rebbe’s father, because 
(Rabbi Baruch) was still alive. ! e fi rst ones to be called Baruch were the Mit-
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tler Rebbe’s son, and the Tzemach Tzedek’s eldest son, Rabbi Baruch Shalom. 
[Compare this story to the introduction to Igeres Kodesh, pgs. 9-10]

When the Rebbe Maharash traveled abroad in the year 5619 (5621?), he decid-
ed to travel to Prague. Based on stories he heard from his father, the Tzemach 
Tzedek, and his (great) uncle, Rabbi Chaim Avraham, the Rebbe Maharash 
conducted research in various places abroad. He subsequently discovered that 
Rabbi Baruch’s lineage could be traced back to Rashi, and Rashi’s pedigree 
could be traced back to Rabbi Yochanan HaSandler (the cobbler) and to King 
David himself! ! e Tzemach Tzedek was amazed at Rabbi Baruch’s diligence 
in obtaining a manuscript documenting his family tree back to the Maharal of 
Prague. ! e Rebbe Maharash kept this document in a secret place, along with 
selected stories that he recorded concerning his procurement of this document. 
Unfortunately, there was a confl agration (in Lubavitch) in Elul, 5628, and 
the house of my grandfather (the Rebbe Maharash) was burned. My grand-
mother, Rebbetzin (Rivkah) was the only adult home at the time, because that 
month, my grandfather, the Rebbe Maharash, had traveled abroad. Rebbetzin 
Rivkah panicked, and amidst the ensuing chaos, she only managed to rescue 
the young children. But the holy manuscripts, antique Seforim, as well as all of 
the household items, furniture, etc., perished in the fl ames. ! e drawing table 
of my grandfather, the Rebbe Maharash, was also burned. ! is table had a va-
riety of secret compartments, and housed important handwritten manuscripts 
of the Tzemach Tzedek, as well as the Alter Rebbe’s family tree. (! ese too 
were burned. I heard this from my grandmother, Rebbetzin Rivkah, of blessed 
memory.) [Compare this entire story with the one recorded in Beis Rebbe, vol. 
1, page 54.]

! e Alter Rebbe’s education: We don’t know much about the Alter Rebbe’s 
formal education. We have only heard several stories in this regard. ! e Alter 
Rebbe loved solitude, even at the age of 3. A favorite maxim of his was, “I fear 
no man, only Hashem Himself.” When he was 6 years old, he traveled to study 
under the tutelage of Rabbi Yissachar DovBer, the Maggid of Lubavitch, who 
put his heart and soul into (the Alter Rebbe’s) education. To teach students 
(the Alter Rebbe’s) age was what (Rabbi Yissachar DovBer) did for a living. But 
he recognized that the Alter Rebbe was a gifted youth, and it would be to his 
advantage to work overtime with him. When the Alter Rebbe was 8 years old, 
he was profi cient in all of the six orders of Mishnayot by heart, including their 
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content, as well as several Tractates of the Talmud. When he was 10 years old, 
he was profi cient in most of the six orders of the Talmud.

(! e Alter Rebbe) told his son, the Mittler Rebbe that when he was 3 years old, 
he discovered the truth, that Hashem is true, and that there is no reality aside 
for Him. When he was ten years old, he realized that many of the world’s wis-
doms could be found in the Torah. When he was 13 years old, he was profi cient 
in the entire Talmud, as well as Poskim ( Jewish legal authorities), and he even 
studied Kabbalah. He found (Kabbalah) to be very pleasant and intriguing. In 
the log book of the Jewish Burial Society of Liozhna, it was recorded that the 
Alter Rebbe was designated with the titled of “Rav Tanna Hu, U’Palig”. It is not 
known how the Alter Rebbe arrived in the city of Liozhna, nor the purpose of 
his settling there. When he was 15 years old, he became engaged to Rebbetzin 
Sterna (Segal). (! e Alter Rebbe) told his grandson, the Tzemach Tzedek, that 
when he was 9 years old, he was already considered a “Masmid” (extremely 
studious), and he especially loved learning Tosefos, and he even began thinking 
in the same vein as the Tosefi sts. He would learn one Blatt (page) in the course 
of one winter night, and when he would fi nish the piece of Gemorah, he would 
learn the Tosefot. He often discovered that in those Tractates that he was profi -
cient in, he would ask the very same questions as asked by the Tosefi sts, and he 
would come to the same conclusions as them. ! ere were other instances when 
his opinions were not in consonance with the Tosefi sts, but (the Alter Rebbe) 
would still hold his ground. ! ose instances later served as the foundation for 
his Kuntres Achron to the Shulchan Aruch (HaRav). 

When the Alter Rebbe became engaged, his prospective father-in-law (Rabbi 
Yehudah Leib Segal) requested that he visit Vitebsk. (Rabbi Segal) engaged 
(the Alter Rebbe) in a Torah discussion, and he heard many novel scientifi c 
ideas (from the Alter Rebbe). ! ere was a sundial in their city, which didn’t 
operate between the hours of 4:30 P.M. and 5:00 P.M., although it was sunny 
outside. None of the local scientists were able to solve the mystery. When the 
Alter Rebbe was residing at his father-inlaw’s house, he was asked to come and 
take a look at the sundial. After examining it for a while, he said that in his 
opinion, several verst away, in the direction he pointed to, was a tall hill, with 
tall trees atop the hill which obstruct the sun’s rays from shining. After voicing 
his opinion, people were sent to scour that locale, and sure enough, they discov-
ered a hill with tall trees growing atop it. 
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After chopping down the trees, the sundial once again worked between the 
hours of 4:30 and 5:00 P.M. ! e scholars and scientists were amazed at how 
his theory proved to be correct. His brilliance became the chief topic of con-
versation among the scientists, academicians and intellectual elite. In addition, 
he was lauded for his scholarship and reclusiveness. When the Alter Rebbe 
heard that this incident caused an uproar (and that people were singing his 
praises), he commented that there is actually a well-known section of the Tal-
mud, which states that at noon time, the sun is directly overhead. But an hour 
before and an hour after noon, although the sun is relatively high up in the sky, 
and logic dictates that nothing should obfuscate its rays, nevertheless, the op-
posite is true. Only at noon time is the sun directly overhead, but before and 
after noon, things can obstruct (its rays).

! e Alter Rebbe’s study regimen: A favorite aphorism of the Alter Rebbe is, 
“A winter night and a summer day, is an entire year”. [InSefer HaSichos, 5696 – 
5700 (Kehot, 5749, pg. 199), this quote is attributed to the Rebbe Rashab, but 
in HaYom Yom (the 17th of Cheshvan), a portion of the Sichah was recorded, 
and it is written clearly that the Rashab said it in the name of the Alter Rebbe.] 
He made it a habit to learn no less than four hours consecutively; three hours 
consecutively; and eight hours consecutively. ! ese time periods represented 
the daily study sessions which he adhered to on a daily basis, beginning from 
the day he resolved to go to Mezritch, until the fi rst time that he actually trav-
eled to the Maggid of Mezritch. 

His study of Nigleh for 3 hours a day incorporated rapidly reviewing the Tal-
mud, Poskim ( Jewish legal authorities), and responsa; for 8 hours a day he 
would study Talmud in-depth; and for 4 hours he would study Kabbalah and 
Jewish philosophy. He would alternate days – one day learning in a cursory 
fashion, and the next day, delving more deeply into his studies. ! e only ex-
ceptions were 1) Friday afternoon; 2) Shabbos day; and 3) Motzoei Shabbos. 
! e Alter Rebbe’s schedule was di" erent on those days, but we are not certain 
exactly what he did. We do know that on Erev Shabbos he would study three 
major commentaries to the weekly Torah portion in-depth. He would prolong 
his prayer on Erev Shabbos, and he would study the Zohar to that week’s To-
rah portion. He rarely ate the Friday night meal before 10 or 11 o’clock at night, 
and occasionally, he wouldn’t start the meal until just before midnight. Often 
times, the Alter Rebbe would say Kiddush and eat the Shabbos meal in the 
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moonlight, as the candles had already burned out. ! e Alter Rebbe generally 
prayed at great length. Obviously, his study of Nigleh on Friday and Shabbos 
was a bit curtailed, and it was studied in more of a cursory fashion. We are not 
sure of how (the Alter Rebbe) conducted himself on Motzoei Shabbos. We do 
know that he did not sleep at all on ! ursday night, and on Motzoei Shabbos 
– he would remain awake an entire night.

Whatever (the Alter Rebbe) studied, even Chumash and Rashi, was studied 
out loud, with a slight melody. After studying a concept, he would contemplate 
it in his mind. As the Alter Rebbe told his children, there were subjects which 
he learned fi ve or six times, and each time he learned them, he thought about it 
and contemplated it two or three times. He tried to align his thought process 
with his speech. He would contemplate an idea thoroughly without omitting 
any details, just as if he were verbally explaining it to someone else. It’s not as if 
he was arranging and organizing in his mind what he was going to speak about; 
rather, he taught himself to think like he talks, with all the details. As the Al-
ter Rebbe himself confessed, this did not come without great e" ort. However, 
becoming accustomed to this method of thinking was benefi cial to him in two 
ways: 1) Whatever he thought about was true (and not a delusion) and orga-
nized; and 2) he never forgot anything.

One time, the Alter Rebbe noticed his son, Rabbi Chaim Avraham, and the 
(Mittler) Rebbe toiling over a particular Tosefos in Tractate Gittin, and the 
(Mittler) Rebbe complained to his father that... [it is erased here] he explained 
to him that he was “under the weather”. And (the Alter Rebbe) told him that 
he learned this Tosefos on his way to Mezritch for the second time. He was 
19 years old at the time. It was the third time that he had fi nished the entire 
Talmud in-depth. ! e Alter Rebbe traveled by foot, and while he was washing 
his cloak in a river in a fi eld, he studied this very same Tosefos. [Refer to Beis 
Rebbe (Yiddish), Chapter 2, pg. 80, that when he was in Mezritch, he went to 
wash his only shirt in the river, and while he was doing that, he reviewed the 
entire Tractate of Bava Metzia.] No obstacles prevented him from learning – 
neither the strain of the journey, nor his poor health. “Nowadays, however, the 
youth complain about their health, a thing unheard of in our days.” (! e Alter 
Rebbe) proceeded to explain that Tosefos. He pointed out how they began 
studying, and what he inferred from the Gemorrah before they studied the 
Tosefos, and what novel insights he gleaned after studying it. [From page (this 
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is erased) until this point, I copied the handwritten notes of the Tamim (this 
is erased, as well). He notes that one of the grandchildren of the Rebbe Maha-
rash was the one who compiled these historical anecdotes. ! is can be inferred 
from the fact that he refers to the Tzemach Tzedek and the Rebbe Maharash 
as “my grandfather, the Rebbe”, on page... (this is  erased).] [! is is the point 
until which Rabbi Mordechai Schusterman copied the notes of the Bachur, the 
Tamim, Moshe HaLevi Gurewitz, may Hashem avenge his blood.]

(Excerpt from “! e Life and Times of the Alter Rebbe”, volume 1, 
by Rabbi Mendel Moscowitz, father of the Chosson.)
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